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Abstract 
A flexible, robust method for linking grids of locally refined models that may be constructed 
using different types of numerical methods is needed to address a variety of hydrologic 
problems. This work outlines and tests a new ghost-node model-linking method based on the 
iterative method of Mehl and Hill (2002, 2004). It is applicable to steady-state solutions for 
ground-water flow. Tests are presented for a homogeneous two-dimensional system that 
facilitates clear analysis of typical problems. The coupled grids are simulated using the finite- 
difference and finite-element models MODFLOW and FEHM. Results indicate that when the 
grids are matched spatially so that nodes and control volume boundaries are aligned, the new 
coupling technique has approximately twice the error as coupling using two MODFLOW 
models. When the grids are non-matching; model accuracy is slightly increased over matching 
grid cases. Overall, results indicate that the ghost-node technique is a viable means to 
accurately couple distinct models. 
Methods 
Model coupling is based on the procedure developed by Mehl and Hill (2002; 2004) 
and has ten steps: 1) simulate the parent model for the entire domain; 2) interpolate parent 
heads onto child boundary (ghost) nodes; 3) relax the heads if not on the first iteration; 4) 
calculate the conductance between a ghost node and its corresponding child node; 5 )  simulate 
the child model subject to the relaxed heads fiom the parent model; 6)  distribute child 
boundary fluxes across parent cell fhces; 7) relax the fluxes if not on the first iteration; 8) 
check head and flux changes for convergence - convergence is achieved when the changes of 
heads and fluxes between successive iterations are within specified tolerances; 9) if not 
converged, solve the parent model subject to the relaxed fluxes fiom Step 7- parent cells 
within the domain of the child model are inactive; and, 10) go to Step 2 until convergence is 
achieved. 
In this work, the parent model is constructed using the finite-difference code, 
MODFLOW-2000 (Harbaugh et al., 1990), and the child model is constructed using finite- 
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